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5a. Range Selection: ILT1000 and ILT5000 come pre-configured to auto range over a broad 
dynamic range (6-11 decades).  The Range Selection control box allows the user to select a 
specific range of current. This will prevent the unit from auto ranging and force the meter to 
read out only readings that fall within the 3 decades of current selected. To determine the 
current range for a particular light level, use the formula Current= Reading*Calibration Factor, 
or Current / Calibration Factor = Reading.

5b. Sample Time: When using automatic, the software will evaluate the current/light level 
value and averaging settings to determine the best rate of time to change between readings.  
Using the Sample Time selection control box user may change the rate of data sampling to 
fixed ranges from 10 ms to 2 seconds. Options are fixed to available selections noted.
 
6. File Menu: 

6a. About: Provides information about the software and firmware rev. being used.

6b. Set Recording Interval: Allows the customer to enter the seconds between recorded 
samples

6c. Save Device Settings: Records user selections so the ILT5000 opens up in the 
configuration programmed.

6d. Set Peak/Integrate Function: In section 4c. “INT” is used to
toggle meter from D.C. to integrate (1/sec) which sums up all
readings over time and converts readings such as lux to lux*sec
and W/m2 to J/m2.  
Set Peak / Integrate allows the INT button to implement 3 additional functions:

• Integrate(flash). Modifies the Int button to a Start Flash / Stop Flash toggle button.  
User should first set the zero. Then select Start Flash, expose the sensor to the light, 
then select Stop flash to obtain an integrated reading of the flash (ILT also offers the 
application “Flash” to obtain a profile of the rise and fall of the light intensities during a 
pulse or flash)

• Peak (Sample time) Changes the Int button to a Peak Sample button. This feature 
measures and compares the new value to the existing displayed value at the user 
defined sample time. The display will only change to a new value when a higher level 
is measured. Display will record the highest value measures until reset. Reset by 
pressing on the Peak Sample button once, each time a reset is needed. 

• Peak (Firmware- Fast) Changes the Int button to a Peak Firmware button for rapid 
measurements of changes in intensity, or brief flashes. This functionality will sample 
and integrate the signal approximately every 100us. Peaks of less than 100uS can be 
captured due to the feedback capacitor that extends faster signals for sampling. This 
feature takes a measurement and compares the new value to the previous reading. 
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The display will only change to a new value when a higher level of exposure is 
measured. Display will record the highest value measured until reset. Reset by 
pressing on the Peak Firmware button once, each time a reset is needed. Note that 
firmware version 3.0.7.5 or later is recommended for using this feature with Auto-
Ranging.

NOTE: 4-20mA output is disabled during Integrate (Flash) and Peak (Firmware)

7. Restore Default Meter Setting: With the multiple save and auto save settings, it is 
possible to inadvertently save a setting.  Restore allows the user to return the meter back to 
factory default settings.  When ever the meter is not responding properly, a factory restore is a
good first step at trouble shooting the system. 

8. Contact Information: If you need any assistance using the ILT Meter app. or an ILT light 
meter, please email ilsales@intl-lighttech.com and we will respond within 24 hours.  Or call us
at 978 818 6180 x 216.

If you are outside of the USA please contact your local ILT sales representative:
http://www.intl-lighttech.com/company/representatives

9. Screen Settings: Depending on the computer/display used, it may be necessary to re-size
the app to accurately fit. If the text is cut off, wrapped or stretched after clicking the window 
expand button, you can re-click the button to reduce the size and manually increase the 
dimensions by clicking and dragging the sides and bottom until the applications display best 
fits the computer display.

9. Change Log:

2.4.3 December 2015:

- Meter: Removed confirmation delay for Set 100% and Zero functions. Also remove time delay warning on zero 
when not applicable.

2.4.1 December 2015:
- Meter: Automatically save all settings when File->Exit is used. Add "File->Restore Software Defaults" to restore 
the defaults after changes had been made and saved upon exit.
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2.4.0  October 2015: 
Meter: Moved changing of cal factors, sample time, and changing of feedback resistors to temporary actions for 
FW 3.0.6.7 and greater where this is supported.  
- Meter: Fix setsampletime 10ms  
- Meter:When no cal factor is selected, Meter will show 0 (i.e., none in use)
- Meter: Added "Save Device Settings" menu to, effectively, save any changes to each Cal Factor in Use (note 
Meter always resets Sample Time / Averaging)
- Meter: Changed Int/Peak button to be defined within the file menu as either: Integrate (1/s), Integrate (Flash), 
Peak (Sample Time), Peak (Firmware).  
- Meter: Fixed wireless bug that treated a -999 return as an error 
- Meter: Fixed wireless bug where a UDP receive timeout 
- Meter: Wireless improvement to clear UDP receive buffer prior to sending new commands.  This clears any 
lingering data from previous commands/retries
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